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Process in Theory
Process in Practice
Top Issues

Who is my Primary Contact???
Top Issues

Who/what did I vote for?
Top Issues

The system is not fully automated
What to do?

**Nothing**
- don’t need to do anything
- it’s cheap
- non sustainable
- every voting gets more inefficient

**Switch to email voting**
- simple and cheap
- easy for members
- no ballots
- manual process
- non transparent
- insecure
- spam filters may cause problems

**Develop an automated system ccManager**
- scalable
- almost unlimited
- low-cost voting
- transparent
- easy to archive
- easier to involve members
- expensive to develop
- might be harder to use
- requires maintenance
How could it look?
The Formal Framework
Awareness Raising - 1

What is the Primary Contact?

Definitions:

Administrative Contact

- Responsible for the ccTLD

Primary Contact

- Responsible for the interaction between the ccTLD and ccNSO

PLEASE NOTE!

- When you change your contact person in the IANA database, the changes won’t appear in the ccNSO database
Awareness Raising - 2

How to Change Your Primary Contact?

Send an e-mail to ccNSOsecretariat@icann.org

PLEASE NOTE!

E-mail must be sent from the e-mail address of the Primary Contact or Administrative Contact (in IANA db)
Thank you!
Any questions?